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Let F denote either the field of real numbers or the field of complex

numbers. Let B- be the category whose objects are Banach spaces

over F and whose morphisms are continuous linear maps/:4—*B

with norm |/| =sup|I|Si|/(x)| &l. The purpose of this note is to

show that in B , without the restrictions (restrictions that make cer-

tain monomorphisms isometric (into) mappings and epimorphisms

onto mappings) made on monomorphisms and epimorphisms in

[l], [3], and [5], the only injective object is the zero space and the

only projective object is the zero space.

Notice that in B- a morphism/:^ —>73 is a monomorphism if and

only if it is one-to-one and is an epimorphism if and only if f[A]

= {bEB\f(a) =b for some a£^4 } is dense in B.

Lemma 1. F is a retract of every nonzero Banach space.

Proof. Let B be a nonzero Banach space in B . Fix b0EB, bo^O.

b*\=l and  b*(ba) = \b0\   [2,

¿>o|) = l.   Define f:F-*B   by

Let b0:B-^F be a morphism with

Corollary   14,   p.   65].   Then   b*(b0/

f(m) =mbo/\ bo\ ■ Then / is a morphism in B   and b*of=ÍF (the

identity morphism of F). Therefore F is a retract of B.

Lemma 2. F is not injective in B-.

Proof. Let h be the Banach space consisting of sequences

a=(ai)ieN, OiEF and A7={l, 2, ■ • ■}, such that the norm

\a\ = 2f6w|öi| < ». Define g:li-*k by g((ai)ieíf) = (a¿/t + l)i€jv.

Then g is a monomorphism in B. Let b = (l/il)i€N. Since

\b\ = ^i£Nl/i\ = e—l, bEh- Now let b*:l1-^F be a linear function

with \b*\ =1 and b*(b) = \b\. There is no morphism u:h—>F in B-

such that uog = b*, i.e. so that the following diagram commutes:

\
M

/,-i-^/l

If such a morphism u existed in B , then (uog)(b) must be \b\. How-

ever g(b)=e — 2<1 but |«(g(è))| =|è|>l. This is a contradiction.
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Lemma 3. F is not projective in B-.

Proof. Let c0 be the Banach space consisting of sequences

a=iai)isN, atEF, and N={l, 2, ■ ■ ■ }, converging to zero with

norm | a\ =supi6iv| a{\. Define g:c0—»Co by g((a,-)¿e¿v) = (ai/i)i€N.

Then g is an epimorphism and a monomorphism in B . Let b he the

sequence (0, 2, 0, 0, ■ • • ) in c0. Then g(b) = (0, 1, 0, 0, • ■ • ). Define

f'.F—>c0 by/(w) = (0, n, 0, 0, • • • ). There does not exist any mor-

phism m:7—>Co in B such thatgow=/, i.e. so that the following dia-

gram commutes:

/

/'

c» ■ Co

If such a morphism u existed in B , then u(l) must be & as g is one-to-

one. However then \u\ =supi„|Si | u(a)\ ^ | u(l)\ =2>1. This is a

contradiction.

Proposition 1. In B , if B is injective, then B = 0.

Proof. If for objects Ai and A2 in a category C, Ai is a retract of

^42 and ^42 is injective, then ^li is injective. The result follows im-

mediately from Lemmas 1 and 2.

Proposition 2. In B , if B is projective, then B = 0.

Proof. If in a category C object ^4i is a retract of object ^42, and

^42 is projective, then Ai is projective. The result follows from Lemmas

1 and 3.
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